Introduction
In the act of making, the small and intimate pieces that I create become a sort of reliquary for an object, a memory, or an idea. My work represents an on--going process of self--discovery. It manifests as a response to interactions with natural objects, places, and human--made materials, an extension of the vast landscapes and monumental earthworks that generate an awareness of the human body in relationship to an environment. 1 A goal within my work is to induce the desire to have an alternative version of personal interaction: to be close, to look within, to touch, to turn pages, to hold or to wear.
Each of these exchanges plays a part in the awareness of self in relation to the objects themselves. The viewer is invited to not only reflect upon the personal connections between the maker, memory, and landscape, but to also give place to their own experiences, both realized and potential through an isolated and personal interaction.
Growing up in the plains of West Texas and traveling throughout the United States, I have come to know that we each experience a unique awareness of place. In 2011, while participating in a program entitled Land Arts of the American West, I examined and explored intersections of landscape and human interaction from ancient cultural sites to half--abandoned military towns, from wilderness and desert to sites of famous Earthworks in states of current construction or active decay. I have drawn inspiration from these experiences, which gave me a new context for future interactions as well as re--examining past ones. In Themes of Contemporary Art, the authors note that "Seen through the lens of culture, a place is a setting for human behavior, an environment infused with a particular spirit." 2 While experiencing and making work about place, I have come to believe that landscapes are not merely a backdrop for human existence or observance, but rather an entity in a complex relationship with those who interact with it.
Chapter One: Land Arts, Landscape, Land Use -Handheld Container Series
The pioneers of the Land Arts Movement strove to create a specific type of environment that would stimulate a contemplative and interactive experience within their audience. Beginning in the Late 1960's and into the 1970's, this branch of Minimal and Conceptual Art aimed to leave the confines of the traditional Gallery setting and create work that existed in relationship to an existing environment.
This created an interesting dynamic where work was no longer created to be presented in the pristine, "neutral" setting of the gallery, able to be transported from place to place, carrying completely within itself its context for creation and existence. 3 Instead, "Earth artists move into nature and use aspects of the landscape as part of their artistic materials.
[Therefore] the artwork may be built directly out of the organic materials in the surrounding landscape." 4
To completely understand and experience these monumental works of art, it required the viewer to make a sort of pilgrimage to these often isolated and out--of--the--way locations. Some of these works were very temporary, and others still exist, drawing visitors to experience and interact with them from across the globe.
One of these sites was Michael Heizer's Double Negative (1969--70) . This large earthwork consisted of two precise shapes 30 feet wide and 50 feet deep, carved into an inward curve on the edge of Mormon Mesa in an obscure area in Nevada. 5 Using bulldozers and explosives, Heizer planned the two opposing negative spaces to create imaginary line that bridges the space between. Overlooking the river below that carved the natural edge of the mesa itself, the work is seen as the artist's sharp mark into the organic earth. Perhaps not fully expecting anyone to be able to travel to the site, Heizer arranged for pictures to be taken to document the work, and these pictures, were the primary way people saw it. of rain, wind, freeze and thaw had begun to erode the edges of the great "absence", the sand and limestone gave way slowly filling in the space. Nature was beginning to take this place back, absorbing the once clean slices into its system of watersheds. Another site visited that embodies the goals of the Land Arts Movement is Robert Smithson's Spiral Jetty. Perhaps one of the most well--known Earthworks, this piece was completed in 1970 on the edge of the Great Salt Lake. Active algae in this area makes the highly salinized water a pale pink color, and rough, black, basalt rocks collected from the shore by bull--dozer form the long line that stretches out into the water before curling back in to form the iconic spiral. Boettger notes that "Rather than a designed space, composed into classical stasis, [Smithson] prefers sites that display the chronological process of entropic deterioration." 8 Therefore, this site is intentionally created as something that acts within and reacts to its environment, allowing for decay and change over time. Some years the water level stays far away from the shore, revealing an exposed, salty lake bed all around the rock, salt crystals transforming the deep black of the basalt with a white covering. Other years the water level is so high that the rock is buried completely, leaving little sign of the Jetty's existence. In fact, shortly after its construction in 1970, the sculpture disappeared from view for 30 years, emerging in the early 2000's to the delight of scholars and enthusiasts who were now able to see the work in person for the first time. 9
On the year of our visit, we arrived to find only a few rocks along the spiral breaking the lake's surface to mark the outline of the work. Determined to experience the piece, many of us took to the water as soon as we had set up camp, feeling our way blindly over the sharp rocks, laboring through knee--deep water to make the pilgrimage to the final, inner--most tip. The next morning, I climbed to the top of the hill overlooking the jetty. It was a strange landscape. Whatever of the hillside was not covered in dark, algae--spotted rock was overgrown with sunflowers that constantly covered our clothes in fine yellow pollen. From the hill, one could look down into the pink water as it shimmered blue to reflect the cloudless sky and see the ghost of the dark spiral underneath the surface. The wind swept the water across the sparse emerging rocks creating trail lines bleeding from the sculpture's shadow. The Spiral Jetty and its year--to--year changes functioned as a special part of the environment, just as the environment lent special significance to the Jetty. The act of walking the spiral caused the viewer to observe the surrounding landscape again and again from many different perspectives. It sparked an awareness and consideration of the factors that effected the place: rainfall and snowmelt, or years of drought that contributed to the water levels in the lake, the curiosity of the pink algae in the water that died and dissolved away after any attempts to bottle it, the concentrated salinity in the water that made one feel completely buoyant if one floated in it.
In the Handheld Container Series, I chose to create small vessels that reflected places I have visited that were impacted in some way by humanity recognizing the way we interact with place as artists, observers, and users of the earth. Some of these small sculptures simply represent the place as my memory has chosen to keep it, others showed these places in states of change, recognizing the way landscapes had evolved over time or might be seen under various natural or human--influenced conditions.
Two containers are representations of my memory of the earthworks Double Negative and Spiral Jetty. The Handheld Container: Double Negative is meant to be "worn" between the thumb and first finger. This form and its lid were cast in bronze and colored subtly with light washes of acrylic paint.
When the lid is removed, it reveals a hollow space within. Not all of the containers in this series speak to earthworks in particular, but do generally make note of some level of interaction between humans and place. Bingham Canyon Mine was another location visited during the Land Arts Program. The mine is located just outside of Salt Lake City, Utah and is the site of one of the highest--producing copper mines in the world. The mine represents a huge man--made change within landscape that is at alternately celebrated, felt as a necessity, and in its own way horrifying. Before an avalanche in 2013, the site welcomed tourists through its visitors center, museum, and merchandise. The museum documented and celebrated the first discovery of mining potential, the early years of tunneling, the conversion to open--pit mining, and the present claim to fame as the largest man--made excavation--site in the world. The tourist activities once located on the premises have now been replaced with online and virtual tours of the mine and its happenings, but the idealized and almost heroic view of destruction is still heavily presented.
Looking down into the pit that was over three--quarters of a mile deep (approximately 3900 feet), was in many ways overwhelming. I was left in a state of confused awe, of disbelief, repeatedly trying to prompt my mind to understand the scale of the place, to understand that those things moving around the ridges of the pit were not little toys, but in fact earth--moving vehicles the size of a two--story condo. I could feel myself trying to grasp the amount of earth moved to generate the materials that not only were a part of every day conveniences in my life, but were a part of the materials that I use in the studio to complete my work. This gap between observation and understanding can be related to Smithson's attitudes towards creation and perception. Boettger notes Smithson's remarks that "Construction takes on the look of destruction" explaining "Smithson's view that perception is entangled within the unresolvable, continually oscillating interplay between cognition and materiality." 11 Standing in that place, looking down into the great absence, attempting to understand the origins of the materials mined there generated a conversation about land use that is highly relatable to the creation of earthworks. we think about land and material use: we might consider such an operation and its resulting resources necessary, but acknowledge the dangers of mining though potential for groundwater contamination, dust production and ecological destabilization. Looking into the void, we might admire the extent to which people have created something so massive, but we can also feel the weight of human destruction.
Handheld Container: Coolidge Dam is inspired by the declining structure of the same name located on an Apache reservation in Arizona. This dam constructed along the Gila River in the late 1920's was built to assist in local irrigation needs. Like the Spiral Jetty, the appearance and water level of the dam and lake it creates is heavily influenced by yearly rainfall, as well as its taxing for purposes of irrigation. The road leading to the dam and the structure itself show the evidence of the passage of time, with concrete layers peeling away in some areas, and watermarks staining the three large rounded buttresses, evidence of the various levels of resting water over the years. The structure and its resulting lake have impacted that landscape heavily. Handheld Container: West Texas reflects the landscape of my geographical origins. The form is largely cast in silver with some pierced and fabricated areas. The simple structure fits into the palm of the hand. I grew up in the high plains of West Texas, an area that is distinctive primarily in its flatness and its cotton production, so the roads were always surrounded by the long unending lines of furrowed fields, narrowing and converging as they stretched into the immeasurable distance. The landscape is so converted for this purpose that homes, fields, and roads have almost completely replaced the areas of low brush and/or grassland that existed before. There is a continuous cycle of stripping, planting, growth and harvest, but always the long furrows remain. Seen in motion, as driving along the highway, these lines almost become hypnotic to the passers by, casting a spell only broken by an occasional house or intersecting roadway. While subtle in comparison to the dramatic changes caused by mines and dams, the land area included in this form of adapted use is massive and represents a large--scale manmade landscape. The Handheld Container: Utah is loosely based on the otherworldly landscapes and rock formations found in Utah. When together, the piece fits onto the first three fingers of the left hand as it rests in a closed position. As the hand opens, the ring splits down the center, releasing one finger while clinging to the other two. Each of the pieces in the Handheld Container Series is made up of multiple parts that may be opened, moved, or layered. None of them are perfect structural representations of the places that inspired them but rather reflect the impressions of the place left upon my mind that encompass multiple perspectives, layers of information, and ways of considering landscape. Additionally, these sites that represent manipulations by humanity are converted into small objects that can now be manipulated by hands of those who wear them. I purposefully employ this reflexive link to encourage the wearer to consider their relationship to place and landscape.
Chapter Two: Memory Preservation and Conveyance as Process
Another important feature of the containers is that they are at least partially hollow, implying a potential that is both physical and mental, and related to use for storage of both object and memory.
Not only hoping to preserve the memories of these places for myself, I am hoping to share them with others. In his book The Invention of Craft, Glenn Adamson summarizes the theories of memory presented by Maurice Halbwachs: "…he argued that all memory was collective. That is, despite the fact that it feels interior, individual, and retrospective, recollection is in fact a powerful psychological tool for building relationships with others, in the "now". According to Halbwachs, every time you a call a moment to mind you are actually using the raw material of the past to act on the present…In recalling something from the past, he thought, we are actually only reestablishing our link to those we care about." 12 In the construction of the handheld containers, I am transferring and documenting my own experiences, talking about places I have seen and bonded with, as well as offering a glimpse of my preserved memory with a hope that the wearer or observer might be able to fill the empty spaces with their own experiences. These objects allow the wearer to hold them, experience movement and curiosity and potential for themselves. remember, make reminders for ourselves and share these experiences with others? My initial response to this question was through a massive collection of photographs, hopes to preserve memories through the lens of the camera. Later these attempts at preservation were made though the collection of objects and materials directly taken from the places as reminders of their origins. I then began to focus on preservation of memory through sketches and drawings. Each of these modes of preservation has their merits, and over time I have enjoyed exploring the potential to use these markers of memory in the development of jewelry and metal arts.
Each of the
A mind--set generating from my time with Land Arts is to have a broad allowance for observation and to be constantly aware of potential material use. What around us can be used? Where is the beauty in something that is normally ignored? How do I make the most of the resources both physical and ideological that are around me? My practice as a whole casts an eye towards this idea of making use of things, and recognizing the beauty and potential in small moments that aren't always recognized, and can be seen throughout my process.
One of my favorite things about the interaction between man and nature is what happens when
nature begins to reclaim what man has made: a structure crumbling, plant--life inhabiting its skeleton; a piece of industrial machinery, metal's rust and rot complimenting the remaining color tortured by wind and sun and rain. As nature tries to reclaim what we cast off, we can claim what she casts off as well.
Shed bark, pinecones, and fallen branches: without human interference, this detritus would become part of a natural cycle of reproduction, growth or decay.
As artists, we create our own detritus through the process of making, and these castoffs also come with a unique potential for reuse. One way this actively manifests within my work is through an exploration of the unique nature of mark--making within sketches. Joan Gibbons notes that "Memory, of course, is inherently selective and there is a proven tendency to rework the original facts of an event or experience in a way that coheres around the wishes and values of the person remembering." 14 Similarly, the hastily gestural lines of sketches provide selective and sometimes abstracted information by describing notable or emphasized qualities of the subject. They are also used as an informal and generally unseen part of a planning or documenting process, forgotten or discarded after the completion of a piece itself. I am interested in how these selectively descriptive styles of mark--making can be translated or interpreted from one form or medium to another, as from drawing to metal, metal to print. In this translation, these marks relay specific information that not only describe, but also transform into a material that embraces the abstraction of line as well as the abstraction of memory and may be used alone or alongside natural and found objects within each piece.
In the Lost and Found Brooch Series, I decided to combine different elements from both my collections of found objects and photo--documentations and sketches created from them. While these combinations are sometimes anachronistic, combining images from my childhood with objects collected in adulthood, I don't ask the viewer to create a literal comparison of objects and the experience of finding them, but rather consider the connections made across time, combinations of memories as they create relationships and associations through experience. While pierced sketches represent one form of making use of overlooked information and materials, there are many steps in the process of making that generate materials or by--products that are both beautiful and useful. Many elements of metal working processes allow for constant re--use.
Through the process of sawing, one can produce a tremendous amount of metal waste. While more emphasized when working with "fine" materials such as silver or gold, the collection of dust and scrap allows for a significant amount of reuse. These tiny, seemingly insignificant scraps of metal can be collected and refined, melted back into ingot for wire or sheet or cast into new forms. The potential for re--use is naturally built into the materials, satisfying my impulse to make the most out of artistic resources.
In addition to this sort of re--use, the pierced images themselves can be the generation point for other by--products of process. In the conversion of drawn line from paper and ink to metal, the resulting shapes are often fine and fragile which can be problematic in the creation of objects that are intended to be worn or handled. This delicacy is intentional, but there is a great potential for destruction of the pierced image simply by cleaning and sanding the metal for its eventual purpose as a part of jewelry or small object. To hold fine details in place and allow for sanding and finishing of these metal parts, one may use masking tape as a temporary layer of stabilization. The mild adhesive acts on one side to hold pieces in place and protect the delicate details from snapping or breaking under the movement of sandpaper across the other. The masking tape is then easily be removed from the metal once this task is complete. I observed that the sanding process created a beautiful image on the masking tape as it collected the residue of sandpaper and metal. I then began to formalize this process and through experimentation found that the use of a repositionable adhesive on paper could produce the same captured image without the visual distraction and eventual deterioration inherent with the use of masking tape for this purpose. Each of these "dust prints" can be then sealed with an acrylic matte sealer, producing an archival image made from metal dust and sandpaper residue that demonstrates the physicality of the sanding process.
Figure 21: Among the Rocks: Remnant (Metal Dust Print)
In creating these delicate negatives of pierced imagery that would eventually become a carefully planned object, I began to wonder about the printing applications of these metal cutouts before they were assembled. The first experiment I tried was with the cover panels of the brass piece (Don't) Let Go.
Using etching ink and relief roll techniques, I created a variable series of prints and blind embossings from the pierced panels. I was pleasantly surprised by the beauty and simplicity of this process. The wetted papers when rolled through the press left crisp beautiful lines that brought the pierced image back to the realm of 2--D when inked, or created a sort of low relief in embossed paper when clean. The details from the piercing process became clearer in some ways, pulling the viewer in to explore the fine lines and impressions left in the paper.
Figure 22: (Don't) Let Go: Metal Dust Print

Figure 23: (Don't) Let Go: Relief Print
The two processes not only allow for the further exploration of image making, but reflect an overall idea of how memory and its impressions are preserved over time. Every time I used one of these processes to "duplicate" the delicate brass details, I left it exposed to the potential for damage or change. Halbwachs' theory of memory suggests that every recollection of memory is framing and framed by the present. 15 In this way, simply by recalling a memory, we change its meaning through context. Every pass of the sand paper, every time the metal rolls through the press, there is the potential for change or damage, allowing small details to crumple or fall away under friction or pressure.
This can also be echoed in the disparate types of images created by these processes. While sanding to create the metal dust images, there is a removal of material to fill in the areas around the pierced metal creating a messy, ghosted negative of the work. In the relief prints, one is left with the direct transfer of ink, the solid, clean reflection of the metal surface. Through these two processes, one results in a negative image, one in positive, one clouded and one distinctive, reflecting the potential for memories to change or be acted upon by circumstances present during the time of their remembering.
The resulting embossed and printed images allowed for immediate presentation or further manipulation. Experiments with color and drawing mediums yielded results that pushed the abstraction of these images or allowed for more detailed renderings. Proofs and flawed prints that are a realistic part of the process allowed for more castoffs that I found too beautiful to simply throw away. I am now exploring the further use for these prints, using some as coverings for hand--bound books or using them in the creation of jewelry.
Figure 24: (Don't) Let Go: Quarter--Leather Binding
Chapter Three: Body as Site --The Relationship of Intimate Objects to Monumental Earthworks
In addition to recognizing the possible iterations of imagery in multiple mediums, as well as the potential for re--use in found or self--generated materials, I am fascinated by the idea that every situation is multi--faceted. There is rarely an occasion where there is only one view to be had about a particular subject. I love to make work that reflects this belief, that has more than one accessible idea, that can be viewed in more than one way, that has an inside and outside, a front and a back, an open and closed state, a part that is private and one that is pubic, what is understood internally and what is expressed externally. Jewelry, books, small "functional" objects can embrace these multi--faceted ideals by welcoming a manipulation by human hands or by being considered in the context of the body.
In speaking about site--specific earthworks the author of Themes of Contemporary Art posits that "acknowledging that the viewing context has an influence on meaning, a wide range of contemporary artists have made deliberately site--specific artworks, in which the work takes part of its meaning and form from the particular location where it is installed. Meanings go beyond the physical characteristics of the actual place. An artist making site-specific work might take into account histories and memories embedded in a location and consider the current social and political conditions at a site." 16 Just like earthworks are situated within a particular landscape whose history has bearing on the meaning of the work, jewelry uses the body as a site which influences and creates implications for the work itself. Earthworks also are largely experiential, at their best when allowing for a personal physical interaction with an individual. Walter De Maria wrote that "Isolation is the essence of Land Art." 17 He understood the importance of the individual interactions between a person and a work of art, allowing the viewer time and space for introspection and a clear sense of how they exist in relation to that specific Earthwork. In the same way monumental earthworks are experienced and become unique to each person, adornment and small objects generate or emphasize a unique sense of intimacy with what Unger calls "the triad of maker, wearer and onlooker." He notes that:
"The relationship between jewellery and the human body and mind is a fundamental issue. Jewellery is conceived and made by human beings, but just as important, it is worn on the human body and, when worn, addresses and stimulates the mind. The wearer can give his or her own meaning and even a certain quality to a piece, without altering it." 18 In this way, the body becomes a site for interaction with adornment or hand--held objects in the same way landscape influences the earthworks created or installed within it. A piece may not carry the same meaning that it would when worn by a woman as it would when worn by a man. Skin that is scarred or tattooed can create a different connotation than skin that is unaffected by these factors. Ethnic origins, age, body type are just a few of the things that may be considered as specific to a body and may effect the meaning and appearance of body adornment. Internal factors contribute to interpretations as well.
The wearer might feel empowered by a certain piece while another might feel restricted. A history of abuse, phobias, cultural connotations, a positive or negative past experience can change the way a piece is worn or viewed. All of these individual variations can have bearing on body adornment beyond what is intended or anticipated by the maker. How the item functions or is used also varies from person to person. Some depend on jewelry as a representation of memory or proof of experience, others a talisman of sorts or symbol of status.
Tilmann Habermas discusses a small study wherein she investigated the valued objects among 186 students. In her questionnaires, she asked about their favorite or most prized possessions, and what made those particular items so significant to them. 19 Jewelry was ranked notably in this list (coming after photographs, vehicles and pets), with some of the more common reasons for significance noted as self expression, as value as talisman, or for intrinsic beauty. But the most named function by far was in jewelry's significance in the act of reminiscence. Habermas notes that "Jewellery refers to its origin, namely a donor, a country or occurrences. What is so special about such indexical or metonymic references is that the only person to understand them is the person who is sufficiently in the know to do so. Like other personal objects, jewellery, therefore, is particularly well suited to signifying something that remains hidden from others. Only the initiated recognize the biographical and personal significance of a piece of jewellery. Hence, jewellery is suited to being used as a sort of secret language." 20 Jewelry speaks to its origins for the wearer, and for handcrafted and art jewelry, a significant part of origination is drawn from the intentions or origins of the maker. Often, the ideas behind a piece of art jewelry create a conversation between the maker and wearer that becomes a valuable part of the process for both parties, a "secret language" that one can choose to impart to or withhold from the viewer.
Chapter Four: Book Arts --Moveable Structures --Tunnel Books and Metal Forms
It is not only jewelry that embraces the idea of human use, manipulation, and individual significance. "Personal objects are usually small and easy to handle; many of them can be carried about or worn on one's body. They belong in a special way to one personally and may often be experienced as part of oneself." 21 Book arts, in many forms can embody these ideas as well. Journals and sketchbooks are deeply tied to individual expression and personal significance, most of them becoming a safe haven for private thoughts or ideas of the owner. Artist's books can be the public representation of thoughtful expression. The form lends itself to the some of the ideas behind my work that can also be found in jewelry. There is an outside and an inside, a part that is apparent and a part that is hidden, a resting state and an active state, the difference often through the involvement of human interaction. In 2015, I began to experiment with employing metal elements into book structures. The first experiment of this kind was through Wood Family Album (2015).
Figure 25: Wood Family Album
Using sycamore bark as pages, I employed metal frames to protect the fragile natural materials.
The supporting metal was not kept in solid sheets, but was cut to reflect the natural markings and formations of the sycamore bark. While the thin bark was painted with an acrylic sealer in order to lend some flexibility and longevity to the material, there is no expectation of permanent preservation of the material. Instead, the bark is expected to eventually fall away and decay, leaving only my impressions of the bark's outline and appearance. When designing the "functional" parts of the book, the first problem I needed to solve was how to allow for movement. Soldering tubing onto the metal frames, I employed a type of hinge--system to create a "spine" that stabilized the combined five pages into what would normally be considered the "text block" portion of a book. This hinge system allowed the pages to turn and move freely. I then created a cover to encapsulate the organic shape. The interior "text block" can still be removed to allow for full functionality of the moving parts.
During that same year, moveable structures such as pop--up and tunnel books became a particular source of inspiration for me in this area of investigation. Tunnel books function in a way that benefits from movement and for full effect depends upon the ability of the maker to fragment images spatially. Usually there is a designated viewing point that directs the handler's vision through a series of planes that are suspended at a specific distance from one another, giving the illusion of dimensional space, even though each layer is a 2D representation. The "Double Negative" Tunnel Book has a copper cover with a small opening which forces the viewer to get close to the object to peer inside.
Figure 26: "Double Negative" Tunnel Book
While looking through the opening, several layers of drawings on paper make up a scene based on an image taken inside of the earthwork Double Negative. Two small handles could be moved in and out of the copper covers to make it easier to handle and manipulate the accordion--like structure, allowing for different perspectives and minor displacement of the figures inside of the scene. While using hand--drawn paper for the layers, I began considering the adaptation of drawn lines into metal to allow for full transparency between layers with maximum resulting stability.
The following semester, I began work on (Don't) Let Go(2015--6) . The image that inspired this piece was taken when I was six or seven and depicts my brother standing at the edge of Lake Crescent in NW Washington, swinging me in his arms while he pretended he was going to through me into the water. Our bodies and the trees along the shoreline create a dark silhouette against the bright, exceptionally clear water which has an almost Technicolor appearance beyond the shoreline. When designing the book, I started with the challenge of completing the drawn pages by fragmenting an image into five different planes. The next challenge was to produce a "spine" that would allow for each page to move separately, but while standing would impose a consistent space between the metal at an appropriate angle to allow for a clear view through the pages. Once this was completed, the outer covers and spine could be designed to fit around this armature.
Figure 28: (Don't) Let Go (open view)
An important part of the work is shown through manipulation of the pages. It is hoped that the viewer will understand the fragmentation and the layers of imagery as they reflect the fragmentation and layering of human memory and perception. The inside/outside format represents the private/public, interior/exterior implications that are heavily borrowed from book forms.
Figure 29: (Don't) Let Go (exterior front and back)
The front cover allows for one to peer through dense vegetation to see the interior scene, but obscures the details of the figures. Once it is open, just like walking through the brush at the actual site, you can see the image in full. The back interior panel hints at the colorful scene, and as each page is turned down, more and more of the enamel plate is revealed. The back exterior cover shows a detailed close--up of the two figures on the beach against a matte background of black enamel. The image around the outside edge imitates the hilly skyline, referencing the imagery found in fore--edge paintings on paper books.
Thinking about the fragmentation of memory and the passing of time which effects interpersonal dynamics, the image and the act of creating this piece represents the memory while recognizing change, relationships, and the way place frames our interactions. The image itself can be interpreted as dark or playful, beautiful or ominous. The shadowed figures are caught in fractured light that can't convey the panicked laughter that I remember eliciting while my brother held me near the water's edge. While in the moment, I held onto him tightly, desperately wanting to keep him from dropping me into the cold water, the indefinite nature of the image reflects a present--day condition of distance forced by experiences through time. There is nostalgia involved, a desire to hold onto past closeness, but an inability to do so, and a resulting indecision of whether or not to let go.
Look--out, Look--in (2016--7) examines the dualistic nature of relationships as well. Following the death of my maternal grandmother in 2015, her large collection of hand--fans was distributed amongst her children and grandchildren, returned to the individuals or family members who gifted them to her. It was at this point that we realized that my paternal grandmother who passed away several years previously, had actually given her one of these fans. The fan in itself was nothing special: a plastic construction made in Hong Kong a cheaply made knickknack, but hanging off of the handle by a single string was a small piece of paper that read "Dorothy Wood, From her husband 1960's". This note indicated that this fan, probably picked up as a gift by my grandfather while he was in the Navy, had belonged to one or another of my family members for 45--55 years before it came into my possession.
Because of its ties to my family history, I borrowed some foundational design elements from this object to blend with the imagery of the sketches I developed from family photographs. I decided to use an image taken from the same vacation as (Don't) Let Go, a decision made more relevant by the recollection that those pictures were taken while on vacation to visit my paternal grandparents. 
